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NV Corporation Laws
Changing October 1
related corporations. Having failed in his attempt to
uphold the argument of somehow being entitled to a
“double vote” as both Director and Chairman (“double
voting” being proscribed by the Articles of
Incorporation), he then asserted the position that it was
“the owners” who ordered termination of his co-
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NO MORE BEARER SHARES
“HOW TIMELY”
Nevada’s legislature meets only every
two years, in odd-numbered years, to effect
changes in Nevada’s laws. The 2007
session has resulted in unprecedented
changes affecting PRIVACY OF
OWNERSHIP. How very timely it is for
these changes to come into effect just as the
key issue of the ownership of Missionrelated corporations has come into sharp focus! The
timing is so absolutely fortuitous that it becomes rather
easy to see the Divine Hand in all of this.
Eddyjo Ekker is now “painted into a corner” with
regard to terminating the services of Ronald Kirzinger
in all corporate capacities involved with Mission-
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criminal investigation—until now. All of that
changes, effective October 1, 2007.
As reported in USA Today, “A Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations hearing last year
spotlighted testimony showing that Nevada was one of
several states where a company’s true owners could
hide their role by listing the names of standins in state records,” effectively thwarting
Bearer Shares Prohibited, Void October 1
IRS and other criminal investigation.
Please note that privacy of ownership of
Ownership Open to Criminal Investigation
Nevada corporations has been affected only
New Regulations re Fraudulent/False Filings
with regard to criminal, not civil, matters—
underscoring the need for dissatisfied
New Regulations re Resident Agents
lenders to avail themselves of recourse other
than through normal civil procedures.
Normally, ownership of a corporation is denoted
Director, illegitimately giving himself sole control.
by stockholding and share certificates are made out in
“My, my, my!” as Doris Ekker might exclaim.
Mr. Ekker probably felt this was a safe posture to the name of the owner. Until now, Nevada has tacitly
take, inasmuch as Nevada’s corporation laws have allowed the use of “bearer shares”, where the
always stood for near-absolute protection of the certificate is made out to “Bearer” instead of any
privacy of ownership, even to the extent of thwarting named person. Does this impact Global Alliance
(Continued on page 2)
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Investment Association? Referring to the Articles of
Incorporation we see that it does:
GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT
ASSOCIATION
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
ARTICLE II—STOCK
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NV Sec of State Announces

Section 1. The Issuance of Stock
All stock is to be issued to “BEARER”.
Section 2. Number and Class
The total number of authorized capital stock of
the Corporation shall consist of a single class of
twenty-five thousand (25,000) shares of common
stock, no par value.
Thus, if stock had been issued and Mr. Ekker held
the certificates, he was the owner. If someone would
ask if he was the owner, he could physically hand the
certificates to another bearer (with an agreement to get
them back, of course!) and truthfully answer, “No, I
am not the owner.” Pretty slick, huh?
Does the language used in Article II mean that
25,000 shares of stock made out to “BEARER” were
issued from the outset? Not to my understanding.
The operating phrase is the future-tense “to be”;
i.e., this should be construed as saying that if/as/when
stock is issued at some time in the future, it is “TO
BE” issued to “BEARER”. If the intention was to
mandate that all stock was to have been immediately
issued, the operating phrase should have been “shall
be”—but the mandatory “shall” word is not used.
In any case, as of October 1, 2007 (due to the new
legislation in Nevada) any stock supposedly/allegedly
issued to “BEARER” (whether by misconstruction or
otherwise) is VOID and an amendment of the Articles
of Incorporation would be required PRIOR to the
issuance of any stock, which would have to be to
named “PERSONS”. As a Director of Global
Alliance, notwithstanding EJ Ekker’s unlawful actions,
I would vote against any such amendment BECAUSE
IT WAS NEVER INTENDED THAT GLOBAL
ALLIANCE SHOULD BE OWNED BY ANY KIND
OF “NEW ELITE” CONTROLLERS.
It is going to get “very interesting” for supposed
“shareholders” of Global Alliance Investment
Association and related or subsidiary entities,
assuming there is an investigation into these serious
matters.
What will the ability to discover the true beneficial
ownership of Global Alliance reveal? In the last issue
we examined some of the problems such disclosure
presents for EJ Ekker and his enabling cohorts. Here
are some “awkward” questions for them to answer
(and about which you might want to think as well):
· Who purports to own the single greatest asset in
the world, worth some $60 trillion (in 1996
dollars) and payable only in gold (at 1996 prices)?
· Was such purported stockholding reported on tax
returns?
· On what basis was ownership ascribed to these
certain individuals while other lenders and
contributors were left out?
· How can it be said that Global Alliance exists for
the benefit of all people, when only a few are
entitled to ownership?
· Do the Nevada Business Registration (Nevada
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Department of Taxation) forms filed annually
really show that EJ Ekker owns “0%”?
· When was the stock supposedly issued?
· Why has there never been a stockholders meeting?
· Which “stockholders” supposedly owning what
percentage of Global Alliance demanded
termination of the services of Ronald Kirzinger
over the issue of a supposed PERSONAL
INSULT to EJ Ekker?
The answers to these questions will be very
revealing, indeed, and must be forthcoming after
October 1, 2007 in response to any legitimate criminal
investigation.
Note that after October 1, 2007, failure to disclose
beneficial ownership (upon demand by the Secretary
of State in response to any legitimate criminal
investigation) could result in suspension or revocation
of the corporate charter altogether—at least until the
investigator’s questions with regard to ownership are
resolved to his/her satisfaction.

EJ EKKER, DIA CONNECTION
AND EXECUTIVE ORDER 12333
Perusal of some of the “Wantagate” information
just released provides a SHOCKING insight. The
article captioned “Global Train Wreck Erupts on Cue”,
Friday, July 27, 2007, makes the following statement:
“Under President Reagan’s 1981 Executive
Order 12333, U.S. intelligence operatives were
licensed to establish corporations under their own
specific control, and of which they could be the sole
owners and Principals, for the purposes of entering
into contract arrangements with the CIA, the
Defence Intelligence Agency [DIA], the Office of
Naval Intelligence (ONI) and any of the other faces
of the vast U.S. intelligence community requiring
their specialised services.”
Oh—my—gosh.
Did somebody say EJ Ekker “was” associated
with the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)?
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Corporate Filings Reforms

Has it sunk in yet?
Anyone can look up EO 12333 on the Internet
and, sure enough, here is what you will find in Section
2.7: “Agencies within the Intelligence Community
are authorized to enter into contracts … with
private companies … and need not reveal the
sponsorship of such contracts or arrangements …”
Is it possible that Eddyjo Ekker has really been
working for a Commander other than Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn all along? Could there be some undisclosed
contract between EJ Ekker and DIA? Wouldn’t you
like to know—and wouldn’t you like to know who
owns Global Alliance Investment Association?
If this is NOT the case—if EJ Ekker is not
working in accordance with EO 12333—it would be
“nice” for him to stand up and say so, directly, and to
have his attestation notarized. Failure to negate the
possibility should leave a very important question in
any reasoning individual’s mind: On whose behalf is
this man acting, REALLY?

AS GCH EXPLAINED 14 YEARS AGO:
IT’S ALL ABOUT FROZEN COMMISSIONS
The fact that the EO 12333 citation was presented
in the latest Wanta-related information suggests quite
strongly that the “Wanta Group” represents the claims
of some part of the Intelligence Community. And
now perhaps you can see how the actions of EJ Ekker
might not actually be at all in opposition to—but
rather, appear to be in concert with—this group of
grabbers. Why use the word “grabbers”? Simply put,
it looks like they want half—and the other half, too!
That is NOT in the Divine Plan.
I, for one, certainly do not fault these ones for
going after that which is past-due and owing to them.
They were “left out in the cold” and their promised
rewards (commissions) were simply frozen by the
crooks holding the reins of power. No doubt, God
will work with and through these “frozen out” agents
and associated parties to help them obtain their just
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rewards, IF they will work with God for HIS
purposes. That IS in the Divine Plan.
For some insights into all of this, let’s look at a
transcription from the August 8, 1993 (14 years ago)
meeting with Commander Hatonn in Tehachapi,
California:
[From the start of tape 1-a, we hear:]
Your elements of the CIA, Mossad, KGB, the
“black government”, they all know who I am—and
that’s why you’re alive.
There are trillions of dollars floating around
locked up in frozen accounts … commissions for
ones who “helped” your government.
[And from tape 2-b:]
… Every day that passes, comes a greater
realization that you have ones looking out for you.
It is NOT as simple as your enemy coming in and
blowing you away; it IS as simple as that if you
can’t make up your mind. We do not tread where
we are not invited. And yet, if all you want is just
to cover your ass—forget me, don’t ask me,
because I’m not interested in that part of you. I
have ONE interest and that is your soul. And if
you’re not interested in your soul but only those
assets, then your focus is incorrect and you are
going to be time-consuming. That is also fine IF
YOU DON’T GET IN THE WAY. And you’re
certainly welcome to be ignorant, if you bother to
LEARN. …
As far as your nation is concerned, it’s
teetering. You can watch Mr. Clinton and the
game they are playing. If they would just release
the commissions that are owed on the money
that Bush raised—at the expense of so many of
your American people and so many of the
wealthiest men in the world put in, so they could
gain. It’s arbitrage, it’s not a matter of costing you
anything but it did cost a lot of people something
and they came in on the basis of arbitrage and then
when it came time, they [the ones who made up
the game] took the money. The government took
the money, the Elite took the money, the New
World Order took the money—Scowcroft,
Kissinger, Eagleburger, they took the money and
they funneled it through BCCI, BNL, City Bank,
and then when it was time to pay the
commissions, they froze them.
There’s one Saudi Arabian sheik that is
absolutely miffed and he happens to be the third
largest and richest man in the world. And he was
taken for $1.5 trillion. But they sort of won’t let
him into the States. Oh, he footed the bill for arms
for Iran, arms for the Contra, for Ollie North, and
he’s sitting there. They will pull down your
currency before they ever will pay those. And
they’re sitting there mostly in value because they
had to show in the beginning as collateral against
other things. So they’ve got it all tied up, all
ruined and they will collapse this government
before they will ever pay that.
So you can’t go at it that way—“just release
the commissions, we’ll all live happily ever
after”—so you have to put something in there for
the people. Why would people raise up and write
to and demand that Clinton release those funds or
do something? Because there is a built-in bargain
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point: “You release those
movement aimed at
One of over 300 pages of Federal Reserve System printouts released in 2002
funds, Mr. Clinton, and
recovering the frozen
showing transfers of enormous sums of money in the early 1990s. Note the
we’ll pay for your wife’s
commissions.
bottom
entry
for
$100
BILLION
to
Pilgrim
Investment,
Inc.,
a
Bush
company.
happy little ding-dong
Today the boil is
health plan.” That gets
erupting
as both the dollar
WAS BONUS 3392-181 THE COLLATERAL FOR THESE HUGE SUMS?
Hillary on your side,
and the economy are at
makes her look a little
the edge of “falling out”,
better. Also, out of $1.5
as GCH described 14
trillion surely they can
years ago. Christopher
put another $10B and
Story’s coverage of
pay those people along
“Wantagate” (“Global
that [flood-damaged, at
Train Wreck Arrives on
the time] Mississippi.
Cue”, July 27, 2007)
Those are the places
gives some idea of what is
where I bargain. You go
shaping up:
for that, buddy, I’ll help
“The
previously
you get that money
trumpeted avalanche of
released.
inflationary liquidity was
… And yet you
triggered specifically and
can’t go out and just
uniquely by the panic
ask for release of funds;
arising from Wantagate –
these are criminals. But
as holders of illicit ‘fiat’
you can go for damages,
money funds created from
something that if you do
the leveraging and
win, whatever currency
hypothecation of stolen
or debit system or
and diverted ‘on-thewhatever is the working
books’ assets, have
order after the collapse of
scrambled almost in
the currency, then you
unison
to
protect
may have something of
themselves
from
value to come back. So
prospective prosecution
they’re not going to
for fraud and tax evasion,
release a bunch of
by
seeking
the
currency
to
you;
collectivisation of ‘their’
certainly not going to
assets through placing
release a bunch of gold
them with ‘hedge funds’,
to you. You’re teetering
a.k.a. ‘private equity’
anyway, you don’t have
groups which specialise in
any foundation; it’s like a
obfuscating ‘source of
dirigible with a hole in it,
funds’.”
it’s just going like this,
Who are the people
all over everywhere,
involved in this scheme,
holding up long enough
hoping to “clean up” (as
to get these things
long as the system
squelched, do you see,
survives)? Mr. Story
get it all under control.
writes:
And when your own
“They
are
the
Secretary of Treasury
participants
and
and Attorney General
counterparties in layered
are paid by the
hypothecation transactions
International Monetary
who were promised wild
Fund, not even your
returns by George Bush
government, guess what,
Sr. et al, and who either
that’s your judicial system and your money system
CONFIRMATIVE WANTAGATE CITATIONS
wittingly or unwittingly allowed themselves to be
and it’s all being run in America through that
enticed into dodgy transactions and contracts without
Federal Reserve System and then it’s all funneled
This situation was only beginning to fester 14 querying ‘source of funds’ – deals which they thought
into the International Monetary Fund where you’re years ago, when the hot topics were people like Vince were valid, and would yield great cascades of golden
going to go borrow some more to pay for Foster (who somehow managed to put a SECOND eggs …”
Mississippi at a very high interest rate that’s going shot into the back of his head when he supposedly
Commander Hatonn referenced the necessity for a
to sock you in deeper. Will it work? What else killed himself) and Marc Rich (Reich), the ‘fugitive “built-in bargain point” to allow for release of the
are you going to do? Just waiting for it to all fall financier’ who made Time’s list of “10 Most frozen funds in some measure, specifically mentioning
out. Good luck—it’s all going to fall out.
Notorious Presidential Pardons”. On the other hand, Hillary Clinton’s “health care” initiative, which
some actors never seem to leave the stage, including emerged later. The initial structure was Hillary
Only those so blind they will not see would argue SIR George HW Bush, who recently participated in Clinton’s ‘Children’s Defense Fund’, as we read in
TODAY with that bottom-line assessment from “seafood” discussions with President Vladimir Putin of Christopher Story’s narrative:
Commander Hatonn 14 years ago. There is only ONE Russia. Apparently, they tried to bury—literally—SIR
“… [I]t is routine practice for illegal, intelligencegood solution and it is called the Divine Plan.
Leo Wanta but he is now the spearhead of a linked fiat money-generation operations to be masked
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by a ‘real economy’ project – such as Hillary
Clinton’s ‘Children’s Defense Fund’, or Enron: which,
after the criminal operatives had spawned innumerable
internally-originated high-yield investment
programmes and had poured the proceeds into the
offshore accounts of ‘Enron partnerships’, was
‘hollowed out’ and subsequently left as an empty
carcase – given that these operations were soon
yielding far greater fiat ‘profits’ than Enron itself;
whereupon, to cover the tracks of the perpetrators, it
was ‘taken down’ by specialist agents (like BCCI),
leaving ranking personnel (plus a few token Big
Shots) to be indicted and sentenced to extended jail
terms, for cosmetic public consumption purposes.”
Several years ago, now-deceased Sherman
Skolnick (RIP May 22, 2006) posted on the Internet
some very revealing Federal Reserve System printouts,
specifically identifying large payments involving SIR
Alan Greenspan, a certain ‘Jorge’ (SIR George HW
Bush) and companies such as Pilgrim Investments (a
known Bush company) and reportedly even the Queen
of England. As it turns out, many people were privy
to knowledge of those transactions, including all of the
major news media, who “chose” not to report this
information or delve into the story. By the way, the
SkolnicksReport.com website is still accessible and
contains an amazing amount of information on these
subjects. Again, from the latest “Wantagate” write-up:
“The surfacing of the ‘FINS’ at the Washington
Unanswered Questions.org meeting in June [2002],
had become ‘necessary’, in part. because of earlier
leaks by competing US intelligence sources following
9/11, of some of these pages denoting Federal Reserve
Board print-outs itemising huge payments to parties
named on the sheets – including Pilgrim Investments
(a George Bush family trust), Martwell Investments
(Marc Rich, a.k.a. the long-term DVD operative Hans
Brand), the Vatican, and attorneys for other most
‘interesting’ recipients.”
Christopher Story argues that there are not one but
TWO DIFFERENT $27.5 trillion amounts involved.
Presumably in 1992, George Bush Sr. obtained a
“huge private loan raised from 200+ banks with a
7.5% per annum coupon at a deep discount for 20
years and one day (ending in 2012) …” WHAT DO
YOU SUPPOSE HE MIGHT HAVE USED FOR
COLLATERAL, IF NOT BONUS 3392-181, the
very asset upon which the Global Alliance
Certificate of Debt is based?
Meanwhile, right in the thick of all this action,
Mr. Eddyjo Ekker, “formerly” (?) of the DIA,
ALONG WITH HIS WIFE, Doris Ekker, ended up as
co-Directors of Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
Ltd. and Global Alliance Investment Association.
When Doris Ekker died, she was immediately replaced
in all capacities by Ronald Kirzinger by virtue of
arrangements made months earlier. Co-directorship
with Doris Ekker prevented unilateral actions by EJ
Ekker—but now Mr. Ekker claims to have terminated
the services of Ronald Kirzinger “on behalf of the
OWNER(S)”. “My, my, my!”
Just HOW important might it be to determine WHO
OWNS GLOBAL ALLIANCE, now that you are aware
of Executive Order 12333 allowing for hidden contracts
with intelligence agencies and EJ Ekker’s involvement
with same? Ponder it, if you must.
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)

Gyeorgos Hatonn
Slayer of Dragons
8/1/07 (20-350)
Wed., August 1, 2007, Year 20, Day 350
Manila, Philippines
ENTERING YEAR 21
ON THE COSMIC CALENDAR
August 8 marks the birthday of Esu Jmmanuel and
August 17 will be the first day of Year 21 on the
Cosmic Calendar. As this is a time of celebration,
let’s have a little fun exploring the meaning of this
point in the new cycle, integrating timing clues
previously provided in the Phoenix Journals (of which
this writing, too, forms a part).
In the February 7 issue we covered the
significance of this being the Chinese Year of the Pig,
a year of “fire over water” wherein we could expect
“authorities imposing their will onto the people”. We
noted that the Pig is in opposition to the Snake, so this
would not prove to be a good year for the Snakes.
Commander Hatonn indicated that there was
“something to” the Chinese Calendar and said we
should pay attention, so perhaps this is a good point
to revisit.
As Richard Giles of Astrology.com noted: “Fire is
on top this year with Water below—and Fire cannot
burn without support. When Fire and Water clash,
they either result in lots of scalding hot steam and
explosions or they can transform whatever situation it
was into something completely different.” Mr. Giles
said we could expect: “chemical fires, industrial
explosions and incidents related to factories or
chemicals mixed in the wrong manner causing toxic
poisoning and maybe even in food poisoning
outbreaks. The Fire Pig year will also be a year of
drama and change in politics, as the Fire/Water
combination means clashes of values and criticism,
unrest, threatened coups or violence in politics and
arguments, disputes and fights over values and rights.”
He also said we could expect the economic system to
hold up through the first half of the year (into August)
but after that the Fire-Water conflict would probably
kick in.
Hmmm… sounds pretty accurate to me!
The calendar employed by
GCH in dating writings
through “Dharma” is based on
the Mayan Calendar but reset
to zero as of August 16, 1987.
On the Cosmic Calendar, Year
21 could be viewed as
returning us to the initial
Year 21
“glyph” (of 20 such Red Dragon, First of
characters) in the Mayan 20 Tzolkin Glyphs
symbols.
The Sun rises in the East and appropriately, the
first Mayan/Tzolkin glyph is the first of five “Suns of
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the East”—the RED DRAGON. The East is the
direction of “coming to power”, and the Red Dragon
glyph represents BIRTH, the renewal of life, the
initiation of new creations.
Most of us would tend to associate the “dragon”
with the nation of China, so it would not be too
surprising to see the Chinese assert themselves to an
even greater extent this year. Relating this symbol to
the Chinese Calendar “Year of the Pig” we find at
least one strong similarity: The Red Dragon, like the
Chinese Pig, has dominating PARENTAL overtones.
The element of the Red Dragon is water and could
thus be viewed as the Water underlying the Fire of the
Chinese Year of the Pig.
To put this YEAR in perspective, here is a brief
excerpt from Phoenix Journal 22, Pleiades Connection
Vol. I, describing the Initial Phase of the Golden Age
and where we are within it:
This is the initial phase of the “Golden Age”,
the transition phase of the two centuries. The
culmination of this period will come in time—it is
said to be around 2028 in calculation of your
years. Therefore, if you are to count in accordance
with projections and probabilities, you are in a
most difficult present circumstance. The REALLY
INTENSE revolutionary force of this “new epoch”
began around and just prior to your mid-1800s
and since then the extensive alterations on Earth
rush irresistibly forward.
The New Age already demands its tribute,
religious delusion, rapidly developing sciences,
rampant crime, and wars of extirpation,
characteristics of this time which can not be
ignored. The first half of the transition period
lasted almost a hundred years, until the first third
of the 1900s in your counting, while the Earth felt
the last of the old age—as it was known.
Since that time, rapidly evolving events,
discoveries, inventions, etc., were characteristic as
for no other time in history as you can recognize
it. Your whole sun-system with all its innumerable
creatures is under the control of this “new” time.
Each and everything is influenced by it, because
this is a cosmic law and it is according to this law,
to which are subject all movements of planets and
all life forms of and within the Universe.
Therefore, it can be considered that before your
mid-1800s and hitherto, existing regulations not of
the Creational character replaced those of
Creational disposition.
The origin of this epochal change is in the
radiation effect of the huge central sun around
which your system circles once in every 25,860
years, and passes through the 12 epochs within the
meaning of the cycles. The Earth has already
touched the outer borders of the “Golden
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Radiation” of the central sun, which are of the
strongest and most revolutionary radiation.
As we can see, this year marks the “first step”
into the FINAL 20-year period which completes the
200-year initial period of transition into the Golden
Age. During this Initial Phase, our technology
advances to the point where we “can” join the Cosmic
Brotherhood of Higher Universal Man. This is NOT
“The End of the World” as the idiotic and
blasphemous expressions of one “Jonur” pretending to
write for Commander Hatonn would have you believe.
IT IS, HOWEVER, THE END OF THE
BEGINNING. Are we having any fun yet?
WHO IS GYEORGOS CERES HATONN?
Not long ago my own Mother asked me, “Who is
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn?” For her benefit (if she
reads this) and for the benefit of others who might
have the same question, I will expand on the brief
answer I gave her that day: “He is a Messenger of
God; an ethereal or what you might call “angelic”
being; He represents what you call ‘God’.” The
unknowing ridicule and refer to Him as a “space
commander” but HE IS A HOST OF GOD, obviously
not satisfied with the limited and limiting definitions
ascribed by the churches.
Let’s begin with Commander Hatonn’s selfdescription:
I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in
Chief, Earth Project Transition, Pleiades Sector
Flight Command, Intergalactic Federation FleetAshtar Command; Earth Representative to the
Cosmic Council and Intergalactic Federation
Council on Earth Transition. You may call me
“Hatonn”.
Let there be no misunderstanding of WHO I
AM! I come in this portion as a fourthdimensional Project Commander in charge of
Earth Transition.
We are referred to in many ways: the Pattern
Beings, the Winged Ones, the Travelers of the
Heavens, the Sky People, the Light Bearers and the
Flying Tribes—we are but the Hosts sent in service
for a transition back into Godness and to act as
alarm clocks to those sleeping while destruction
descends upon you. We are come at your request
to open the door of the prison you have built
around your selves without realizing the
consequences of the isolation of a fragment taken
from the whole of God-ness.
The God within calls softly unto you to open
your eyes and see that which He has sent unto you
to Light your path. We are your brothers, come to
show you the way and the “Captain” of the ship is
perfection of brilliant light which is missed by the
totality of its surrounding capacity.
We come with total love and petition that you
look carefully indeed, for the cycle of change is
now upon you!
We of the lighted brotherhood of the Cosmic
and Galactic participants are ready to make our
presence upon your place. We travel and act in
the direct service and under Command of Esu
Jesus Immanuel Sananda. Sananda is aboard my
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Command Craft from whence He will direct all
evacuation and transition activities as regards the
period you ones call the End Prophecies of
Armageddon.
As difficult as this may be for some to accept, the
writings of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn through Doris
“Dharma” Ekker are the WORD OF GOD,
superseding the tampered “holy books” of all the
religions. The writings were date and time stamped,
and presented via specifically identified frequency,
which enabled the NSA and other intelligence
agencies to VERIFY the accuracy of transcription,
“verbatim”. In the end, their machines could decipher
the messages with such facility that they no longer
even needed Doris Ekker’s transcription. Of course,
these ones were not too anxious to share the Word of
God—after all, “knowledge is power”. The Phoenix
Journals are the RECORD available to all men
throughout the World.
Many OTHERS have “come along”
PRETENDING to present from “Hatonn” but these
have uniformly proven to be either ego-bound or
outright PSYOPS (Psychological Operations) of the
intelligence agencies, acting for the “powers that be”.
The latest in this group of deceivers, whether wittingly
or unwittingly, is the one who calls himself “Jonur”—
but otherwise fails to identify himself. The knownfalse and blasphemous “Jonur” writings are being
endorsed by Eddyjo Ekker but are NOT part of the
record of the Phoenix. We’ll return to this subject
further along. For now, let’s continue with the
discussion of “Who is Commander Hatonn?”
SUMERIAN-ARYAN KING DAR
FOUNDER OF CIVILIZATION
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn has made it clear that the
religious authorities have done their utmost to
disparage the natural recycling of id-entities from one
incarnation into the next. He confirmed several of the
past life experiences of his chosen scribe, Doris
“Dharma” Ekker, who lived lives as: Akhenaton,
Socrates, Simon Peter, Sir Francis Bacon and William
Lloyd Garrison, among others.
The name Gyeorgos is Greek and comes from the
roots Geo, “of the Earth” and Ergon, “work”, certainly
an appropriate title for an “Earth worker” in charge of
this Transition. For His part, Commander Hatonn
acknowledged that He has walked on this planet but
“graduated” to the etheric realms to be of service.
Who “was” Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn? In the meeting
held in Tehachapi, California on August 8, 1993
Commander Hatonn declared:
“I was King Dar, I came with my people and that
area was known as Aryan-Sumaran. These were the
original ‘white’ people, not as tall as my energy form
but taller than what your modern-day Kurds are but in
the … basically, the blue-eyed, blonde expression.”
I don’t have a copy of Nora Boyle’s book, Garden
of Aton, and I am not aware of whether or not she
looked into this particular relationship. I went online
and did some basic research of my own. I learned
some things that raised an eyebrow on more than one
occasion, some of which I would like to share in this
writing. I do not propose that you take all of these
statements as “gospel” but rather as a simple sharing
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of information available in the public domain today.
If this subject interests you, there is much, much more
to be found along these lines on the Internet today.
The following is a simplified summary of the
information I came across.
King Dar was of the Duranki lineage of the
Anunnaki, the Pitris or fathers, also known as the
“winged ones”. He was the “first Sumerian king”,
based on the transcription on his great grandson King
Udu’s stone bowl, an artifact which has survived
through to the present day and which dates back to
3245 BC. He was the head of the first ARYAN
dynasty. The word “Aryan” has, of course, been
awarded great notoriety in association with Hitler and
the Nazis through the standard programming
techniques. The reason for these PSYOPS appears to
be to isolate us from the true history.
Much of this history had been held for years in
the area of Mesopotamia which we call Iraq and the
ancient documentation appears to have been the object
of many of the aerial bombardments of the Gulf War
(I & II—but really all just one continuous, non-stop
war of aggression by the modern-day “Nazis”).
Aryans are the tall, blue-eyed and blonde-haired
people from the area where we now find the Kurds.
These Aryans are now often referred to as Nordic
peoples. In the Nordic Eddas we find the legends of
Her-Thor (Thor) and the name Thor ties in to Dar
from
a
linguistic
perspective:
DarÆDurÆTurÆThurÆThor. The Stone Bowl of
Dar equates with the Stone Cauldron of Thor and
quite probably also with the Holy Grail of the
legendary King ArTHUR (the phonetic equivalent of
Her-Thor).
In India, Dar appears in the form of InDRA. I did
not go very far down this path of connections but
there are definite tie-ins suggesting that much of the
culture of India also stems back to good old King Dar.
As the “King of the Winds”, Zaks, his name
migrates into the Greek God, Zeus. Zaks/Zeus is
related phonetically to Sabakhios, the Sky Father of
the Phrygians and Thracians. Zaks becomes Za-GaGa and traces back to IA (Ga-Ia or Gaia, perhaps),
also ENKI, EA, Jupiter and Jove. Zechariah Sitchin’s
Lost Book of Enki describes the Anunnaki Enki with
characteristics very similar to Zeus.
King Dar, as the first Sumerian king, has been
called the FOUNDER OF CIVILIZATION.
There is very little history publicly available from
over 5,000 years ago, unfortunately, but Commander
Hatonn also identified one of his “more recent”
incarnations and with regard to this one there is
substantially more information available.
GYEORGOS, DRAGON SLAYER
THEN AND NOW
Commander Hatonn also identified himself as
“George from Cappadocia, the dragon slayer”. It’s not
too surprising to find that there are TWO famous/
infamous Georges during the same general era: Saint
George the dragon slayer and another one, a porkselling Bishop of ill repute, who was far from a saint
but who was always more strongly connected with
Cappadocia. Needless to say, the adversary always
works overtime to cover up great truths.
In looking at this second known lifetime of
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Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, the first things I came across
He tells how the Roman Emperor Diocletian Aryan-swayed churches (rather strongly influenced by
were numerous connections of the “dragon slayer” to and his 70 nobles had persecuted Christians for the impact of Gyeorgos’ persistence, we might guess),
other ancient “myths”—which also, “oddly enough” three years. Public exhibitions of every known the Acta Sancti Georgii were outlawed by Pope
trace back to King Dar of Aryan Sumeria:
form of torture had stopped anyone from Gelasius in AD 496. Somehow, however, the essential
There is the slaying of the serpent by InDRA in professing the faith until George came along.
TRUTH has survived into today. Commander
Vedic and Hindu mythology; the battle between Thor
St. George’s tortures take up several hours of Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn has always taken a posture
and Jormungandr in Norse mythology; Zeus’ defeat of reading:
AGAINST “martyrdom” with an attitude of “been
Typhon in Greek mythology; and even the old story of
“And they pounded him on it (stone slab) until there, done that”. This time, a different approach to
how Perseus slew the sea monster threatening the the whole of his body and his bones were crushed the same problem with the same old “dragon” seems
virgin Andromeda. ALL OF THESE STEM BACK to pulp ... they beat his head with a hammer and to be in order.
TO THE ARYAN “MYTH” OF THE SUN-GOD with a rod of iron until his brains protruded
(ONE LIGHT) AS CONQUEROR OVER THE through his nose ... then the wicked king
GYEORGOS AND THE GOLDEN LEGEND
POWERS OF DARKNESS.
commanded them to bring a great iron saw and to
Gyeorgos is, of course, a direct antecedent of our saw him down the middle of his head and his belly
In the “classic” story of Saint George the Dragon
English name, George. Why did Commander Hatonn … ”
Slayer, the people of a region sacrificed one of their
choose to use the GREEK spelling? In my
own to the “dragon” on a regular basis. Finally,
opinion, one of the main reasons for choosing St. George at the Center of Russian Coat of Arms it was the daughter of the King himself who
the Greek reference might have been to steer us
was to be sacrificed and the King was
to the account of Saint George’s life provided
distraught. He made an offer to the gallant,
by the original Greek manuscript from which
warrior, Gyeorgos: “Save my daughter from
numerous other accounts—Syriac, Coptic,
the beast and I will reward you with all of
Arabic and Ethiopic—were derived.
my gold and silver and half of my kingdom.”
Unfortunately, there is no indication at this time
Gyeorgos agreed and promptly slew the dragon,
that the original Greek document survived. In
leaving his reward to the people.
1971 author Helen Gibson, who evaluated the
It seems to me that Gyeorgos has slain the
four surviving “original” texts, wrote an article
modern-day “dragon” (serpent) and is owed the
entitled “Saint George the Ubiquitous”, which
same reward. Perhaps the people will get
was published in Saudi Aramco World
around to accepting their legacy WHEN THEY
magazine, in the Nov-Dec 1971 issue.
REALIZE THE DRAGON HAS HAD ITS
From these “original” but translated and
FANGS REMOVED.
tampered texts, Ms. Gibson concludes:
Aren’t “old myths” and “fairy tales” fun?
“It seems certain now George was the only
Many groups and even entire nations have
son of a Palestinian sheikh, a Christian who
adopted Saint George as their “patron”,
enjoyed an important position in the country
including Palestine, Greece, Serbia, my home
under the Roman governor of the province. He
country of Canada—and Russia, to name a few.
trained hard in athletics as a youth and later
In the country that bears his name, Georgia, he
joined the local army with a commission, where
is often referred to as “White George”. (And it
he proved a bold and skillful soldier. On his
is worth noting: Mohammedans seem to identify
father’s death, George set out to see the
with Saint George as Elijah; in Islam there are
province governor with a view to taking on his
references to Mar Girgius.) Have a look at the
father’s position.
Russian Coat of Arms nearby and in the very
“What exactly happened there is not known.
center you will see GEORGE THE DRAGON
That he was tortured and eventually killed
SLAYER. Are you surprised? In the 1993
for refusing to take part in pagan sacrifices,
During this seven-year period of torture, meeting, Gyeorgos Hatonn said, “My coat of arms is
however, seems true. And some unusual George performed a number of miracles and a lion to either side, as big as me.” It may be some
circumstances must have occurred during these converted both a magician sent to kill him and the time before the meaning of that statement is clear but
proceedings. Otherwise St. George would never wife of the governor, or “wicked king”. They in this seemed like the right place to include it.
For those who might want to do some research on
have lived in legend for so many centuries.”
their turn suffered torture and death, together with
Indeed, the evidence is very strong that “some 30,000 others inspired by St. George’s example.
the one who tends to follow King Dar, the second
unusual circumstances” MUST have taken place. It is
The magician often features in paintings and king listed on King Udu’s stone bowl was named:
said that he was TORTURED FOR A FULL frescoes of St. George.
Gin, “the increaser”; Gan, “field and produce”; Kan or
SEVEN YEARS AND ACTUALLY KILLED ON
After being put to death three times in the most Kon from the Nordic Eddas, where Kon was the
FOUR SEPARATE OCCASIONS. The accounts of horrible ways, Theodotus says, George finally “knight-errand” of Thor; and this seems to relate to
the deaths seem incredible, Saint George’s body being succumbed to a beheading and was buried. Eastern Commander Korton, who was introduced by
cut into ten pieces, for instance, or entirely reduced to and Western tradition alike make his burial ground Commander Hatonn in several writings. And by the
ash on another “occasion”. No matter what the the little town of Lydda where Peter the Apostle way, Korton IS NOT the phony for whom “Jonur”
Emperor tried, he could not silence the testimony of healed Aeneas. Its modern equivalent lies about 15 sometimes claims to write, and yes, I do say so with
Saint George of Cappadocea.
some authority on that particular subject. Be very
miles southeast of Jaffa.
The following is an excerpt from “Saint George
Throughout his account, Theodotus makes cautious in accepting casual identification or outright
the Ubiquitous” by Helen Gibson:
no mention of a dragon except in describing the non-identification when it comes to matters wherein
governor, whom he also calls a “serpent.” In the your soul well-being is at stake.
Theodotus, Bishop of Ancyra (now Ankara,
same way, artists and writers of bygone times may
I hope you enjoyed the “side trip” because the
Turkey), in the 5th century wrote a lengthy account
have decided that the infamous governor could future is only the past, revisited, as the cycles repeat
of the saint’s martyrdom, full of intricately
only be depicted as a monster. Perhaps this is how “forever” while we are bound within this prison of
gruesome details of his suffering. He read his
the dragon crept into the history of St. George.
time and space. St. George, “now” Gyeorgos Ceres
work to his congregation on April 23, in a church
Hatonn, shows us the way to this very day.
dedicated to St. George.
Decrying such accounts as having come from Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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De Jure T-A Foundation
Withstands All Scrutiny
8/1/07 (20-350)
Wed., August 1, 2007, Year 20, Day 350
Manila, Philippines
7 YEARS AGO
Are “WE” somehow going to go forth and do
battle with the dragon? NO, the dragon may well fall
but not because we destroy him. We create better
ways, grow through what is and defang the dragon
while using his hot breath to create energy for our
lamps. The dragon has to live on the same physical
planet as do you! By the way, dragons die of nuclear
bomb explosions TOO.—GCH, 8/9/00 (13-358)
Everything in nature occurs in the context of
cycles and within our own lives it becomes obvious
that we continually “re-engineer” similar sets of
circumstances. There can be great benefits in going
back over the writings from Commander Hatonn
from 7 years prior in order to see what has changed
and what has remained the same. Also, there is the
opportunity to evaluate the events of the prior cycle
in light of that which has been learned since. If
you maintain a personal diary or journal, you might
try looking back 7 years to see what insights might
be obtained.
Here’s an interesting entry made by Doris Ekker,
which I have just re-encountered and about which I
now have substantially different perceptions. On
August 4, 2000, 7 years ago, Doris wrote:
If we think the big Satan isn’t after us—I want to share a realization I had a couple of
days ago when I really felt “down” and hopeless
and suddenly like an electric shock I got right up
off the couch and went nuts. E.J. was downstairs
and I actually saw such a dark blob in the room as
to catch my breath. I shouted to “get out of this
place and back off” and I literally pulled in my
own strength and knew it was not some other
entity; I knew the power was in myself. I haven’t
shared this because it was too personal but I want
to share it now because I literally watched it move
out of the room and I knew I was in control of it.
I did invoke a few names in my behalf but the
realization was incredible. These nits can’t do a
thing unless we LET THEM. NOTHING. All they
can do is bring down more and more on their own
heads as they struggle in their wallow.
What do YOU think that extremely “dark blob”
was? It is reassuring to realize that such dark energies
MUST depart when the Light so commands them.
Darkness simply cannot remain in the Light and so my
constant efforts will be devoted to keeping the Light
shining very brightly. With great thanks I
acknowledge the many powerful prayers of support
which register in my quiet times.

IDENTIFICATION OF RECEIVERS
Looking back seven years, we see that
Commander Hatonn was making a point with regard
to those who would usurp His very name. Today on
the Internet you can probably find half a dozen socalled receivers for Commander Hatonn. How many
of those IDENTIFY themselves? Who or what is a
“Jonur”, for instance? Was that Norey’s Hatonn or
did the edited product more reflect Dr. Young? When
is a Bellringer really a Mulhausen?
MOREOVER, if any of these writers claiming to
write for Commander Hatonn ACTUALLY HOST
HIS ENERGY, why have NONE of them managed to
arrange any kind of open meeting such as the ones
held by the Genuine Article for a decade?
On August 10, 2000 (Year 13, Day 359),
Commander Gyeorgos Hatonn wrote:
If there has been such a genuine claim to myself
and my compatriots—WHY HAVE THERE BEEN
NO MEETINGS IN PUBLIC FORUM FOR
DISCUSSION? HAVE I NOT PRESENTED
THROUGH AND WITH MY SCRIBE FOR A
DECADE? HAVE THEY NO ABILITY TO
BRING FORTH SUCH INTERCHANGE?
WOULD YOU NOW BELIEVE IT IF THEY
TRIED IT? IT IS HOGWASH AND THEIR FULL
INTENT IS TO DESTROY AND WIPE OUT
POSSIBILITY OF POSITIVE GROWTH AND
BUSINESS VENTURES WHICH CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE TO THE PEOPLE—ALL PEOPLE.
How many readers have learned enough
DISCERNMENT to TEST the information presented
in order to ascertain its validity? Along this same
subject line of identification of so-called “secretaries”,
on August 13, 2000 (Year 13, Day 362), GCH wrote:
GCH/D
IDENTIFICATION:
Author: Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn (GCH)
Secretary: Dharma (D) [KNOWN as Doris J.
Ekker]
IS ALL THIS NECESSARY?
NO.
I need only identify and confirm with my
“secretary” and she/he must identify to the public
so there is identification of source.
Readers must read and perceive that which
they will. This is JOURNALISM, not mysticism.
This means that the ultimate responsibility of
presentation rests with the receiver (READER) of
the information presented in the material. If you
are told otherwise, then the information is not truth.
Your perception of our writings is yours, as it has
been, is, and forever shall be.
When you read a book don’t you have to
actually READ it? WHO IS THE AUTHOR?
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Does the author back up presentation with
historical data? DO YOU CHECK IT OUT? No?
Why not?
Since the paper, CONTACT, is OUR paper and
you will find that WE of this paper write for OUR
readers you will find sufficient identification, as in
this instance with either my name or my initials
and that of my secretary who has to put the
thoughts to paper as in “typed print”. You can
only judge my input by the validity of my secretary
and that is simply the way of it.
If a journalist puts his own words to type or
press, fine, you certainly need no other
identification for he is his own secretary. If,
however, the author is in the deepest of darkest
jungle, then the only way to directly contact source
is through the secretary. THERE ARE NO
DEBATES OR QUARRELS ABOUT THE
MATTER, ONLY THE EXCUSES FOR NOT
DOING WHAT IS REQUESTED OR A DESIRE
TO
HIDE
SELF
FROM
PUBLIC
RECOGNITION IN HOPES THE WRITER
WILL BE MISIDENTIFIED AND BE
PRESENTED IN FALSE DISPLAY …
In the same writing we find the injunction: “… [I]t
is mandatory to COUNTER and CONFRONT any lies
and false presentations.”
ISN’T IT VERY STRANGE, THEN, THAT THE
MESSAGES DELIVERED BY “JONUR”—
SUPPOSEDLY FOR/FROM COMMANDER
GYEORGOS CERES HATONN—FAIL ON THIS
MANDATORY
VERY
POINT
OF
CONFRONTATION?
WHY NO SUCCESS YET?
Another “tidbit” from the August 13, 2000 writing
worthy of pondering in the context of why there has
been no success yet through EJ Ekker: “If we become
worse than the tyrants in power I can tell you right
here up front: WE WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO
SUCCEED.”
From a writing of August 9, 2000: “We are
working toward COMMUNITY and not to either
communism or communal anything. Most certainly
we know no one in our tribe who wants to be
dictator or king. That is what our people are
trying to do—get rid of the ones who demand kings
or dictators.”
The August 9, 2000 writing also addressed the
issue of those on the scene in Tehachapi at the time,
when half a million dollars worth of grain in silos had
to be dealt with, cleared up and cleaned out. The
question at the end of this excerpt—“What do you
want to be when you grow up?”—should identify the
main party to whom this message is lovingly
addressed.
Unfortunately, despite great
encouragement, that one did not act appropriately then
and apparently refuses to grow up and do the right
thing right through to the present. If that one really
wants to know why no success yet—he should go
within and REALLY stand in the Light. Here is what
Commander Hatonn had to say at the time, 8/9/00 (13358):
There are, just for starters, some near half
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million $$ tied up in grain, beans and
food products—most in granaries.
Should Margie have to clear it up and
move it out? Where is everybody
else? WHO HAS AN INTEREST IN
THE INSTITUTE?
Because of lack of tending, as is,
half the value or more may be lost to
use. Oh well.
Ah, and the granaries themselves?
What of them? They were purchased,
expensed for construction, augers built
to move the grain as to on-load and
off-load from shipping trucks. WHO
BOTHERED TO LEARN HOW TO
USE THOSE THINGS? Oh, I see, it
was Charles? Bob J.? Stan D.?
Pablo? WHO?
Is it not time, local team, to focus
on how to phase out the current
projects that can’t seem to have
operations capability without two old
folks busting their brains in the
Philippines?
Oh, I see, you wanted just to lend
money and get double your money
back with interest and leave the broken
pieces for another? Shame on you!
Or, let’s put it where it’s at: You just
wanted to eat the finished bread as
given to you and certainly you did not
want to touch that nasty old pile of
grain.
YOU WANT TO LIVE?
YOU WANT TO SURVIVE?
DO YOU?
The real question remains,
however, in any instant: HOW?
The measure of intent is always
with self. You must confront, first,
self. “What do you want to be when
you grow up?”
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“Prince” Julian
Morden Tallano
Makes the Front
Page with Suit for
Plunder versus
Joseph Estrada

Disgruntled lenders should note the
position taken by GCH with regard to
debts owed by the Phoenix Institute and/
or corporations other than Global
Alliance Investment Association. On
August 10, 2000 (Year 13, Day 359),
Commander Hatonn made this clear statement:
“Another sideline to consider is what has been set
forth by our GAIA officers and directors in the form
of legal resolutions and considerations. GAIA has
resolved to cover the debts of the Institute when
funding is in place for transfer. That is the first
obligation covered in GAIA’s projected intent.”
Refusal to confront the lies and criminal
usurpation of EJ Ekker—and actual endorsement of
his position—leaves these dissatisfied lenders in a
position to simply WAIT until the time “when funding
is in place for transfer”. If that is not comforting, they
COULD make efforts to have a court cause Global
Alliance Investment Association to cover the debts of
other companies BUT THAT IS NOT A LIKELY
OUTCOME WITHOUT ABILITY TO PROVE THE
COMPANIES HAVE COMMON OWNERSHIP.
“Good luck.”

TALLANO CHARGES ERAP WITH PLUNDER
“Prince” Julian Morden Tallano—who “belatedly”
incorporated the Don Esteban Benitez Tallano & Don
Gregorio Madrigal Acop Foundation after being in
breach of the Agana Court’s order for some 27
years—is making a bold move to stop the massive
land grabbing that goes on every day here in the
Philippines, enriching many of the most wealthy
families in the country.
This is GOOD NEWS from our perspective, if
only because it is finally MAKING THE FRONT
PAGE and being drawn into the public’s attention in
a big way.
It is NOT NECESSARILY
APPROPRIATE for the “Prince” (as he calls himself)
to take this action in his own name because the land
titles issue SHOULD be addressed by the Foundation

formed pursuant to the court’s order for that very
purpose. Or did he merely participate in its forming,
while remaining in breach of the court’s orders?
Don’t be surprised if an intervenor enters this
case, which we (the de jure Foundation) are entitled to
do at any time. Meanwhile, however, we are actively
working to re-establish a friendly relationship with
Julian Tallano. To do so we must overcome the
concerns raised by EJ Ekker “and company” with
regard to his SANITY. Well, I am prepared to accept
that he is sane and capable, IF he can demonstrate that
he is genuinely working for the best interests of THE
PEOPLE and not just trying to replace the names of
Ayala and Araneta as “kings of the Philippines”. We
shall see if he can align himself with God’s true
purposes and if so—things will move forward very
briskly indeed.
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DE JURE FDN LETTER TO SEC
It has been brought to our attention that
EJ Ekker “and company” intend to
unlawfully amend the articles of
incorporation of the Foundation to change
its name. To counter that sly maneuver, the
Foundation’s legitimate President, Cenon C.
Marcos, has written a letter to the Securities
Exchange Commission (SEC) asking that
they do not process any application
submitted by the pretenders. Contrary to
what Mr. Ekker has led people to believe,
the letter was well received by the SEC (as
you can see from the file stamps)—not
“thrown in the trash”.
What part of “You’re fired!” do you not
understand, Attorney Estepa? The court has
accepted our petition for substitution of
counsel and your ongoing actions
purportedly on behalf of the Foundation are
not welcome. Moreover, you will find that
efforts to obtain the MEMBERSHIP
BOOK, required by the SEC for any
amendment, will continue to be FUTILE.
By this time EJ Ekker and Dra.
Brenda Bandaay should have received
service of process with regard to LIBEL
for the public notice they presented in a
local newspaper declaring that Cenon C.
Marcos, Professor Jaime Ramirez and the
Foundation’s TRUE Secretary, Erlinda R.
Marcos somehow “gave up” their
positions as trustees. The would-be
usurpers participated in a BOGUS “annual
meeting” at which the presence of a
quorum was certified which COULD NOT
HAVE EXISTED. The first hearing date
for the CRIMINAL LIBEL CASE is set
for August 21.
In the end, as this situation is
resolved in TRUTH, the efforts of the
two Americans—EJ Ekker and his votemultiplier, Tom Taylor, who otherwise
did NOTHING for the Foundation—
CANNOT STAND AGAINST THE
QUORUM OF THREE FILIPINOS,
with or without one Canadian on their
side. To think otherwise seems very
foolish, indeed.
INTERNET NOISE
The Internet is a great place to fish for
information, even if you’re just a crusty
old captain who liked to serve up bait for
sushi to your guests. And when you’re
looking for a PONY, you should expect a
certain aroma, whether or not it is
offensive to your particular sensibilities.
Some individual who will not provide
identification can make all the demands or
purported “offers” he/she wishes but they
are next to MEANINGLESS.
One such character alleges that
Ronald Kirzinger smells bad because I
must have been involved in the issuance

De Jure Foundation Letter to SEC
To Block De Facto Move to Usurp
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of “many, many” Deeds of Assignment—as if there is
something wrong with offering the opportunity for
joint venture partners to participate in fruition of the
Divine Plan. In a quid pro quo, however, I will
declare that I, personally, have only been involved in
the issuance of a very small number of Deeds and
those only since Doris Ekker passed away; the rest
were issued, in most cases, quite a few years ago by
Doris and EJ Ekker IN ORDER TO SECURE THE
HOLDINGS and nothing wrong with that.
The “quid” (no squid or sushi, please, Captain) for
the “pro quo”?

Will the Locusts Prevail?

Alberto Fujimori (former President of Peru)
and a JAPANESE had some interesting thoughts
regarding this claim of Global Alliance
Investment Association or actually of that
COSMOS SEAFOOD claim over the old Peru
Bond ‘ that I considered to be dealing with bat
guano and being a semi-legal claim in many
respects). However He has some sobering
thoughts which I cannot quote on this public
forum without his permission, just that it seems
that maybe the U.S. Treasury is at the mercy of
manipulators. Still it was confirmed that it was
legally issued by Peru originally and then inbetween some evilpersons made a decision to
grab the U.S. Treasury by its balls and make
claim for the interest to be paid in GOLD, not
in paper currency.

Mon., Aug. 7, 2000 8:50 A.M. Yr. 13, Day 356
RE: LET THE U.S. HELP IN A TANGIBLE WAY—
GCH/D
As we watch nations fall into chaos and agony of
projected hardship, let us look to possibilities which
can come from very REAL and now “realized” assets
and potentials.
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, ET AL.

The IMF as structured has no recourse other than
to disallow any plan other than their own, and that is
simply the way it IS. They continue to “lend” funds
and, to make it work, the interest strips the assets of
the loans themselves before there is use of the funds
for purposes allotted. This gets ever bigger and bigger
in scope and disallows any way for any nation using
such funds (loans) to EVER be able to recover.
This is now a global realization and therefore
comes the very intent to phase out the old systems as
to “NAME” so that there is illusion of change but an
ever stiffening control system—even if the so-called
strings are seemingly cut away or debts “forgiven”.
You are working with world bankers and power
brokers and they will not do anything which does not
This “non comment” is quite revealing and affords bring realization to their goals of Domination and
confirmation of information from a Russian source, Order.
who used almost the same words to describe Mr.
Wolfensohn’s response to intense questioning with
CHAOS IN POLITICAL CIRCLES
regard to validity of the Globalliance/Cosmos
underlying asset. The former head of the World Bank
As we look at various nations, the easiest of
apparently said that the claim was “just an old man’s course being the Philippines, we find opportunities to
pipe dream”. When pressed, he relented, calling it both serve and share and give honor and recognition
“real” and adding, “but those crooks stole it from us to the old colonial masters as well as to the
and we will see to it that it never gains value within recognition of the needs of the newly freed colonized
the system”. “It’s only hearsay” BUT “there you have citizens.
it”, with or without official denials.
Let us not dwell on the interchanging political
For the past seven years, de jure (if network of high-ranking officers and managers of a
unacknowledged) control over this great asset has nation as in even the President who owns property and
acted as the invisible fulcrum upon which very many stashes money in the very “Master’s” nation which he
changes in the World have been leveraged.
just visited. By this, there was press attention to
The ever-reasonable (and Gyeorgos-adhering) Estrada resting in his Los Angeles home. What does
Romanov faction is seeking any kind of middle ground this do to poverty-stricken Payatas residents from the
with the Habsburg group, offering rational solutions to foot of “Smokey Mountain” garbage dump? Or for
the alternative of all-out WAR. If it would come to war, that matter, as today’s headlines read: “What if
don’t you see, Russia and China shall not be beaten. It Pinatubo rim fails?”
is only that they realize that they must live on this planet
This is a good observation because Pinatubo is a
after all is said and done that has prevented catastrophic devastating potential awaiting opportunity to flood
consequences for the NATO Nazis and Rothschilds. If villages in a most catastrophic manner when the lake
you want to believe there was no relationship between fills or the volcano blows.
Mr. Putin’s deference to Captain George HW and the
These are massively expensive construction
stand-down of U.S. plans to nuke Iran, that’s alright, go projects to restructure safety guards, move villages, or
back to sleep.
do what is responsible.
CONTACT is reaching a new audience. There
Next let us consider the toxic wastes left by the
have been thousands of downloads since the split, not U.S. Military which is devastating whole village
counting the number of issues spread by email (at least multitudes of poverty-level citizens having to live in
hundreds more). From correspondence, I know that those structured areas holding such waste. How many
there are entirely NEW readers, just beginning to see mutants do you need to fix the problem? In a
and understand the outworking of the Divine Plan. civilized world the cost of care and nurturing such
Every day is a “Good” day as we move forward.
handicapped and maimed children, and adults, is
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
devastating in itself to a bankrupt government.
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The government officials get paid off in dollars
and those are moved into security against their time of
“jumping ship” from the colony and having to take up
residence in the sheltering arms of the Master’s house.
But it need not be so blatant or so devastating to the
servant’s quarters.
Remember, please, that everyone, including Mr.
Erap’s new “buddy” (the definition of the term erap)
Clinton. Clinton is sent to Washington as A
SERVANT of the “people”. Indeed! But is that what
you get? No, he oppresses or charms (whichever is
suitable in the moment) the visitors and fools the
citizens while SERVING HIS OWN MASTERS
FROM A VERY MUCH HIGHER CARTEL/
CABAL.
WHY WAIT FOR HANDOUTS OF CRUMBS
AND WORTHLESS CAST-OFFS?
The cry from the Philippines today is of the
failures to acquire the more desirable “handouts” from
Clinton. Well, Clinton can’t hand out ANYTHING so
what is this groveling?
We have, through Global Alliance Investment
Association (GAIA), valid assets as in U.S. Treasury
debt assumed by the Federal Reserve in the Act of
1913. It is based on GOLD which was to have been
held to cover the debt plus interest since the late
1800’s. Is this strange? Only in that it has never been
used as in “honored”, but indeed USED and used by
the very controlling Masters along the way and their
unrighteous puppets. Fine, there is enough to go
around to solve the death-wish problems and rebuild
some structure for stabilization and growth of the
lesser endowed or manipulated nations and the people.
How much would it cost in dollars to clean up the
toxic site so controversial? A billion dollars? $10
billion dollars? A hundred million dollars? Nine
hundred and fifty thousand dollars? WHAT?
Would that not be a superb PROJECT on which
to base use of GAIA assets, hard gold purchased to
INSURE (as in collateral) and held to insure the
project is accomplished? Would this not look GOOD
for both the U.S. in allowing non-interference while
costing it nothing and the Philippines nothing? The
cleanup would provide jobs; the bank would gain
reserve assets enabling it to lend to other projects, and
security would be in place without even touching the
basic economic structure as in “weakening” or
“collapsing” any/either system.
Further, the funds can be issued TO
BUSINESSES WHO DO THE PROJECT WORK
AND DO THE CONSTRUCTION—WITHOUT
GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE
CORRUPTION FLOW. YES, WE CAN DO THAT!
Look at Mt. Payatas dump! WE CAN DO THAT
ONE TOO. WE HAVE AT LEAST THREE
PROPOSALS READY AND WAITING FUNDING
APPROVAL FOR JUST SUCH CLEAN-UP
PROJECTS—WAITING—DONE AND WAITING.
THESE
WOULD
ALSO
OBVIATE
GOVERNMENTAL
POSSIBILITIES
OF
CORRUPTION.
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If the businesses are corrupt it will be found out
soon enough, my friends.
There are enough GAIA assets already issued and
holding to do anything and everything necessary in
Mindanao as proclaimed by “fixing” such as
infrastructure—yea, even REBUILDING IT
PROPERLY FROM GROUND UP. We hold two
fully drawn projects with paper already issued for
TWO rail systems in Mindanao and can also present
ability to do the more recently suggested network of
“hookup” to existing stations and rail links.
Are the U.S. controllers BLIND, DEAF AND
DUMB? No, they are totally corrupt and use the Fed,
IMF, and other funds sources as the whip and shackle.
And, because they fail to keep ANY agreement, it is
assumed by them that neither shall we and that
therefore we will somehow gain control. Well, we
could do quite a whole document on that point—but
it is not control we seek or desire.
Yes, we are moving on a BIMP-EAGA type of
monitoring and resource association. We are also
working on the newly re-considered ASEAN
Monetary Fund. Perhaps that can be the “Asian” MF
if the nations involved will but work together.

greatly, grab some of the credit (and cover for past
deeds of misuse) and allow a moving forward in quiet
balancing of the playing fields. Man is given free-will
choice and God takes proper opportunities to simply
level some of the field’s pits and mountains. That
which is constructed through evil is often used by God
to produce the very equipment to level that field—
THAT IS THE WAY OF THE HUMAN PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE. An entire globe could be delivered
into FREEDOM if man would just do so. AND HOW
IS YOUR DAY?

corporations under the law. Fortunately, or
unfortunately as the case may be, the Federal Reserve
and the FEDERAL government, as established in
Washington D.C., ARE corporations. In fact, they are
in most instances, as with the Federal Reserve,
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS.
So to reduce the GAIA example to its current
denomination of choices—THE PHILIPPINES WILL
DECIDE THE VALIDITY OR USE OF SAID
DOCUMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS. THAT “IS”
the “SOVEREIGN” right.
Taken a step further in consideration, let us
consider sovereign STATES possibly within a
sovereign nation. The sovereign states have rights
beyond the treatied parties. Example: The Native
American “states” or “nations” have invincible
dominion over their own nation(s). Man himself is his
own sovereign entity—but that has long since been
usurped by those with FORCE through power.
I repeat: As in the case of GAIA transactions,
THE SOVEREIGN NATION HAS THE RIGHT OF
ACCEPTANCE OR DENIAL—AND ULTIMATELY
THE STATE OR NATION MUST ANSWER TO
THE CHOICE OF THE SOVEREIGN PEOPLE
WHO SEND THEIR ELECTED “SERVANTS”
INTO THE HALLS OF GOVERNANCE.
I doubt ANY of you sovereign bosses would
allow such corrupt and evil-intended servants
anywhere near your possessions, be that family or
property.

WAR AND RUMORS OF WAR
It has to be recognized, and it is now NAMED,
readers, that the culprits in Mindanao are not Muslims,
not Christians, not Arabs and not any of the other predetermined to-be-blamed chaos creators. These are all
connections directly with the Mossad (who makes sure
arms are delivered and, believe me, bought and paid
for in blood AND MONEY), MI-6, and yes,
involvement by CIA.
This is recognized, known, and thus the fear-factor
beyond a bunch of religious frights.
I have no intention of getting into that can of
worms, at least not until after our security is in place,
for we have no thing to do with any of that political
bloodshed, nor shall we jeopardize our people further
by sending them off on goose chases where the very
“protectors” are the “enemy” itself.
POLITICS IN THE U.S.
My people presenting this “asset” are
“AMERICAN” citizens. Don’t overlook that I did
NOT say “just U.S.” Further, do NOT overlook that
there is a North America, a Central America and a
South America with lots in-between—INCLUDING
PERU, MY DEARS! THE DEBT IS OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA THROUGH THE
TREASURY DEPARTMENT AS RECOGNIZED
TODAY.
THIS DEBT CAN BE DENIED; IT CANNOT
BE NEGATED.
As to politics in the U.S., or Globally, for that
matter, we take no big note for all players are
basically the SAME and all of the political game is
just that, a “fool’s” game of get and getcha.
With that realization in mind, who would we like
to see in the seat of power in Washington? Either or
neither. The debt is that of the U.S. but was validated
by use by one George Herbert Walker Bush, SR.
Now Mr. Bush’s buddies, with namesake son, are
moving into the seat of dishonor. How can you miss
it, lambs?
Is that good or bad? Depends on how much
intelligence there really is in those circles of the lie. If
there is any intelligence at all, they will bless us

IMF NEEDS
There can’t logically just be a “dump the IMF” as
it is structured for they can’t quit and the government
can’t just dump. As things evolve, however, the IMF
can be PAID OFF with its own debt, GAIA can cover
it while the IMF gains funds for itself, the banks gain
reserves and actual collateral upon which currency can
stabilize and be secured as to value.
IF THERE IS NO ATTEMPT TO
ACCOMPLISH THIS THEN THE FACTS ARE
GOING TO BE MADE IN NEON LIGHTS
AROUND THE GLOBE, AND THE TOTAL
CORRUPTION AND INTENT OF DESTRUCTION
BY THE POWER ELITE WILL BE LAID FORTH.
SOVEREIGNTY IS THE POINT,
AND NOT “WILL THEY ALLOW...”
I don’t need to rewrite Ekker’s observation as stated
but as to the GAIA validity and ability for use, it has
nothing, at this point, to do with approval or disapproval
for use but such as the U.S. Treasury, or otherwise.
The “product” is good—period. So, whereat and
wherein does the use thereof reside? IN THE
SOVEREIGNTY OF “SOVEREIGN” NATIONS
EACH WITHIN ITSELF.
By this very reality it is the responsibility of the
SOVEREIGN entity, in this case “nation”, to make
such judgment and use. Let us say that Mr. Jones
hands a note of IOU to Mr. Brown and collection day
arrives. Who determines the use of the IOU? Well of
course it is Mr. Brown. Now, if Mr. Brown has
decided to ASSIGN his note, or a portion thereof, over
to Mr. White, then Mr. White can also decide in his
own sovereign rights how to utilize that IOU.
Now, taking this hypothetical example a bit
farther: Suppose the IOU has become “empty” of
value by deliberate actions of Mr. Jones—or, Mr.
Jones simply denies the thing—does that make it
invalid? NO.
Now, look at, say, Mr. Jones’ secretary or
treasurer—or in the case of the U.S. where
KNOWING parties are within the Treasury
department. Is Mr. Summers (Sec. of Treasury) or
Mr. Munk (High-level person within the Treasury
Department) personally responsible for the debt? No.
They simply serve as agents for the system wherein
there is a line of flow. The debt is not negated and,
when due and payable on maturity of the IOU itself as
to qualifications, etc., the funds (or whatever) must be
either paid or negotiated. In contract agreements this
can be accepted as a simple verbal agreement between
parties and is even more valid in perception and actual
construct if there are witnesses to such verbal or
intended requirements regarding the debt itself.
When you have “corporate” status involved then it
becomes a regulated “agreement” subject to corporate
regulations and legal ramifications affecting ALL

LET US LOOK A MOMENT AT WARS
Can a major world war of such destruction as to
stun the mind be averted? Even in such as the
Philippines, which is in example here? Of course, if
the U.S. simply accepts responsibility, even privately
and silently and allows industrial prosperity to grow
and thrive. Mr. Clinton has no RIGHT to “give”
anything to anyone, including Mr. Estrada, because the
property given is not Clinton’s in any way, shape or
form. That is property of the sovereign citizens of the
United States of America. Mr. Estrada actually got
NOTHING but a pleasant few minutes with a
SERVANT of the U.S. people who legally has
NOTHING to offer. Neither, by the way, does the
property belong to the Pentagon or military—both of
which are property of and servants of the
SOVEREIGN citizens of said nation.
With this in mind, what are the obligations of one
President of the government of the Sovereign
Philippines regarding either the GAIA offer or the gift
from the U.S.? Well, he can accept the gift on
BEHALF of the people of the Philippines and he can
ALSO, on behalf of the Sovereign Nation or Republic
of the Philippines, accept the assets as offered for
sharing based on the debts accepted and placed into
law as DEBT of the Sovereign United States of
America.
Is this too complicated? Well, think on it for a
while.
P.S.: Are there then not debts of the U.S. to the
Sovereign people of the U.S. itself? INDEED! That
was covered in a percentage of the distribution by the
original holder of the asset—THROUGH THE
VARIOUS STATES OF THE UNITED STATES.
Would negation of war, however, destroy the
realization as planned of a Malthusian depopulation as
orchestrated by such New World Order Elite Cabal?
Yes, and that is what stops the positive allowance. IT
TRULY IS A PARRY TO AVOID THE OBVIOUS:
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A STRUGGLE BETWEEN EVIL AND GOOD. IT
ALWAYS GOES BACK TO THE BIGGER
ENTITIES CALLED SATAN AND GOD IN THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
... [Redacted: ‘HOLOCAUST?!’]

The Passion of St. George

HOW DOES GOD WORK HIS MIRACLES?
Exactly as you have been told. HE DOES NOT
INTERFERE! HE WILL “INTERVENE” IN SOME
CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE PEOPLE PETITION
SINCERELY FOR THAT INTERVENTION. THAT
DOES NOT MEAN THAT HE WILL INTERVENE
IN OVERALL WAR ON ONE SIDE OR THE
OTHER AS IS ERRONEOUSLY PRESENTED BY
WHICHEVER SIDE YOU HAPPEN TO FIND
SELF.
HE WILL INTERVENE WHEN
PETITIONED FOR AN OUTCOME OF BASIC
RIGHTEOUS INTENT. HE DOES NOT DO THE
JOB FOR YOU; HE PROVIDES “THE WAY” AND
“THE HOW” SO THAT, LITERALLY, “YOU” CAN
ACCOMPLISH THAT WONDROUS “MIRACLE”.
THE PETITION HAS TO BE GREAT AND THE
“INTENT” IN TRUTH. GOD NOW PROVIDES A
MAJOR STEP IN THAT ACCOMPLISHMENT
AND, AS ALWAYS, IT IS UP TO MAN TO USE
OR DENY.
ELUSIVE REALIZATIONS?

Further to the study of “Who Is Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn?” carried elsewhere in this issue, the
following excerpts from The Passion of St. George,
translated from the works of E.A.W. Budge (1888), tell
an astounding (some might say “incredible”) tale of
the martyrdom of the one known today as Gyeorgos
Hatonn, “now” advanced to the etheric realms.
WHATSOEVER may have actually occurred with
regard to St. George, there is not much room to doubt
that he was, at the very least, incomparably
“persistent” in standing against the heresy of his day.
For some reason, the story of St. George has come
into modern times as the story of a “dragon slayer”,
which is remarkable enough in its own right, but
surely, surviving seven YEARS of torture and no less
than THREE physical deaths should be of greater
interest, you might think.
The following passages have not been selected on
the basis of obscene gore but rather as an indication of
the overwhelming PASSION and commitment to the truth
of the one I am humbled to call “Heavenly Father”.
It appears that this translation of the writings of
Theodotus, which appears on the Internet in its
entirety, should be credited to David Woods and for
his efforts in sharing we give thanks and appreciation.
Again, these are only EXCERPTS from a much longer
piece. We will jump in at the point where Gyeorgos
had challenged the “dragon” publicly, refusing to
worship the Governor’s multiple gods. [QUOTING:]

Oh my, yes. We have centuries of willing
messengers and bringers of truth to offer this
“way”. Over and over people have come together
CLAIMING to wish to participate “any way I
can”. This sounds fine until one day they are led
THE PASSION OF ST. GEORGE (BHO 320)
off into the confusion of the liars and thieves and
(Translation from E.A.W. Budge (1888))
turn upon their own—yea, even destroying the very
resource itself.
... When Dadianus the governor heard these things
Is this a new concept or reaction of mankind? he was greatly enraged, and he commanded them to
Go read history and note for self.
strip off the clothes which he had on and to tie a girdle
round his loins and to hang him upon the wooden
SEAGULLS AND GRASSHOPPERS
horse and to torture him until his bones protruded
through his skin. Now he was twenty-one years and
There is a story of early Utah where one year three months old, and it was on the first day of the
there came a plague of locusts upon the land. The new moon of Pharmuthi that they began to torture the
fields were being devastated by the swarms of locusts righteous man. And his holy body was disfigured with
that blackened the landscape and were eating blood; but the blessed man bore such fearful sufferings
everything in their path. They were totally stripping as these with patience and fortitude. And they forced
all living things to their roots.
iron boots upon his feet and drove iron nails into
Ah, but came swarms of seagulls in massive them; and his blood flowed forth like water. And
flocks which fell upon the locusts and devoured them again they threw him upon his back, and laid a stone
all. This story is true and monuments are evident to weighing six hundred pounds (?) upon his belly until
honor the salvation brought by the gulls themselves. it burst asunder and his bowels poured forth upon the
I wonder what would happen today as cities have ground. And they beat upon his head with iron-headed
replaced fields—would the armies of gun-toting bars until his brains poured out through his nostrils
squatters simply shoot all the birds for pooping on white like milk. But he was of good cheer in all these
their sidewalks? Yes, it IS worth a thought or two. A sufferings, for Christ strengthened his soul within him.
man who has just washed his wondrous new car can’t And again they brought iron knives the edges of
stand a sparrow or hummingbird pooping on his which were like saws, and they sawed his flesh into
paint—much the less a flock of seagulls.
threads with them; and Dadianus commanded them to
But then—which is more precious, a diamond or bring salt and strong vinegar, and to pour them upon
dew sparkling on a rose? Silly choice. If you are in his wounds. Then he made them lacerate his body
the diamond business, there is no real choice of with hair bands until his bones protruded, and his flesh
response so don’t try to fool God as to immediate fell in pieces on the ground; but the blessed man did
value of one against the other. An intelligent man will not die, for God strengthened his spirit within him.
recognize the value of both. The whole is ultimately And they threw him upon a wooden bed, and they
as simple as the food-chain itself. That also might drove twenty nails through his body into the wooden
require a bit of thoughtful meditation. However, if bed; and they lifted him up senseless, and carried him
you cannot see the common meaning, you have a way into the prison. And multitudes of those who were
yet to go, students. GCH
standing by in those days wept for his beauty and his
stature and his youth, saying to each other, “Alas for
dharma
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the beauty of this youth from Melitene, and the
comeliness of his noble body which the lawless ones
are destroying with fearful tortures, such as they have
brought upon him this night.” And when they had
gone to their homes they spake to their wives and
children, saying, “Verily we have to-day seen with our
eyes in what manner and in what form ........”; and the
whole city was talking about him that night.
And it came to pass that an angel of light
appeared to him in prison in the middle of the night,
and there was a great earthquake and the city was
moved to its very foundations. And behold God came
into the prison with thousands of his holy angels, and
the whole place was filled with exceeding precious
incense. And God called to Saint George, saying,
“George, my beloved, rise up healed and without
corruption, from the couch on which thou sleepest;”
and he straightway leaped up without any pain in his
body, and he was like one who had risen up from a
royal feast. Then he cast himself down and
worshipped the Lord, but He took him by the hand
and raised him up, and saluted him lovingly, and laid
His hand upon all his body, and filled him with
strength, and said to him, “O beloved one, be strong
and of good cheer, for I will be with thee until thou
hast put to shame these lawless kings. I swear by
Myself, O George My beloved, that as there has never
arisen among those born of women one greater than
John the Baptist, so there shall never be any one
among the martyrs that can be compared with thee, or
be like unto thee. And behold these seventy lawless
kings shall torture thee for seven years, and thou shalt
do many mighty deeds, and shalt die three times, and
I will raise thee up again: but on the fourth time I will
come to thee on a cloud of light with the celestial
hosts and the Prophets and the Apostles and the holy
Martyrs, and I will bring thee to the place of safe
keeping which I have prepared for thee.” When the
Saviour had said these words to him, He gave him the
salutation of peace and filled him full of joy; and He
went up to heaven with His angels. And the blessed
man was looking after Him and rejoicing greatly and
blessing God until day-break by reason of the words
which God had spoken to him. When it was morning,
the lawless governor and those who were with him
commanded that they should go into the prison and
see if the righteous man was alive or not. When they
opened the door of the prison they saw the saint
standing up praying, and his face shone like the sun,
and they marvelled greatly and ran and told the
governor everything; and they commanded them to
bring him up on the tribune. While they were bringing
him the saint said, “My God, my God, hasten to me,
O my God, why hast thou forsaken me, my God, haste
thee to deliver me.” When he had come to the tribune,
he said, “O tribune, O tribune, I and my Lord Jesus
Christ have come to thee and thy Apollo.” And when
the lawless ones saw him they marvelled, and said to
him, “How is it that no harm has come to thee? and
who has healed thee?” The righteous man said to
them, O lawless ones, Ye are not worthy to hear with
your profane ears the name of Him that has healed
me.” Then Dadianus was furious with rage, and
commanded them to tie the saint to four high stakes
and to give him four hundred lashes on his back, and
after that to turn him round, and to give him four
hundred lashes on his belly; and his lacerated flesh fell
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to the ground piece by piece and his blood ran like
water. And Dadianus made them bring hot ashes and
lay them on his body, and pour vinegar and naptha
over his flesh; and he caused eight soldiers and five
military tribunes to watch over him in prison until the
next day. Now the fire was kindling in the whole body
of the blessed man, and he was in great suffering. And
the Lord Jesus Christ saw his sufferings and that he
was unable to speak at all, and came down from the
summit of heaven and spake with him, saying, “I am
strengthening thee, O My beloved George, stand forth
from all thy sufferings and be of good cheer, for I am
with thee.” And the righteous man arose, and God laid
His hand upon all his body and healed him, and He
gave him the salutation of peace, and went up to
heaven in glory and honour; and the blessed man sang
psalms in prison until the morning. When the soldiers
and the tribunes who were guarding him saw what had
happened to the saint and that he was strong they
marvelled and told the governors. Dadianus the
governor said, “George is an arch-magician, but I will
hear no more of him until I can bring an archmagician more powerful than he.” And he straightway
sat down and wrote a rescript, saying, “Dadianus the
governor writes to the whole world, greeting. Let any
magician who has the power to put an end to the
magic of the Christians come hither to me, and I will
give him one hundred pounds of gold, and two
hundred pieces of silver, and every sort of possession,
and he shall be second in my kingdom;” and this
rescript was read in every place. And behold there
appeared before the governor a magician, whose name
was Athanasius, saying, “O king, live for ever!
Command this man called George to perform
something before thee, and I will destroy his magic.”
Dadianus rejoiced greatly and said to the magician,
“What thing wilt thou do in my prsence that I may
know that thou canst overcome the magic of this
Christian?” Athanasius said to the governor,
“Command them to bring me an ox;” and he
commanded them to bring an ox. And Athanasius
spoke some words into the ears of the ox, and he split
asunder into two pieces. The governor laghed, and
said, “Verily thou art able to vanquish the magic of
the Christians.” Athanasius said to the governor, “Let
tem bring me a pair of scales.” And when they had
brought them they threw the parts of the ox into the
two pans of the scales, and they came out equal to one
another. Then Dadianus the governor caused them to
bring Saint George to him, and he said to him, “It is
for thy sake that I have summoned this arch-magician
into my kingdom; thou must either overcome his
magic or he will overcome thine.” Saint George said
to the governor, “The Christian who has taken refuge
in Christ never works magic, O impious one.” And the
saint said to the magician, “Hasten, my son, and what
thou desirest to do unto me, do speedily; for I see that
the grace of God has drawn nigh unto thee.” Then
Athanasius took a cup and filled it by his magic, and
invoked the powerful names of demons over it, and
gave it to Saint George to drink; and when he had
drunk it no evil happened to him at all. Athanasius
said, “O George, I will give thee another cup, and if
no evil happens to thee I myself will believe on thy
God.” And Athanasius the Magician took the cup and
pronounced the names of demons more evil than the
first over it, and gave it to the righteous man; and he
drank it, and no evil happened to him at all. Then
Athanasius threw himself down at the feet of the saint,
and said to him, “I conjure thee by Jesus Christ to
give me the sign of the cross of Jesus Whom thou

servest that He may open to me the kingdom of
heaven.” When the holy martyr saw his faith, he
struck the earth with his foot, and there welled up a
stream of water filled with an exceeding precious
odour. An the blessed man prayed quietly, and
Thomas the Apostle came and baptized Athanasius the
magician in the name of the Father and the Son and
the Holy Ghost, and he obtained the remission of his
sins. And the Apostle gave them the salutation of
peace secretly and him himself from them; and
straightway the fountain of water returned to its place.
When the governor and those that were with him saw
what had happened they were silent and marvelled.
And Athanasius cried out before the governor, and
said, “I am a Christian, and I thank God and his
servant George, that He hath numbered me—the
workman of the eleventh hour—among His servants,
and I hope that His mercy will receive me through the
prayer of George the holy and mighty martyr.” And
the lawless governors were enraged, and they
commanded that Athanasius should be taken outside
the city and have his head cut off with the sword: so
he consummated his martyrdom on the 23 rd of the
month Tobi, on the Sabbath day; may his holy
blessing be with us all for ever and ever, Amen.
And the righteous man turned to the governor, and
said to him, “Do unto me whatsoever thou pleasest.”
The governor answered, “By the gods, O George, I
will make an end of thee.” And he made them gather
together workmen and materials (?) to make an
exceeding high wheel, and he made them fix in it one
hundred sword blades, each a cubit long, and they
filled it entirely with very sharp iron knives, and drove
deadly iron spikes and hooks into the flat part of the
rim of the wheel. And he caused two flat tables to be
made [beneath] the wheel having parts filled with
spear heads and nails, and parts filled with cooking
knives having edges like saws; and there were two
poles of olive wood which fitted into cavities, and
twenty men worked each pole [to turn the wheel].
Then Dadianus commanded them to bring the blessed
man to him, and when they had brought him, he said,
“Behold, George, if thou wilt worship Apollo thou
shalt receive a sceptre of royalty from me; but if thou
wilt still belong to Christ then look upon this machine
which I have made, and into which I will cast thee in
order to put thy body to the test, O thou valiant
soldier!” The saint said, “I belong to Christ; do unto
me whatsoever thou wishest.” Then Dadianus
commanded them to put him on the wheel and that
forty men should make it revolve. When the blessed
man saw the instrument of torture which was fixed in
the wheel, he feared for himself because he carried
flesh which was exceedingly tender; and he said
within himself, “I shall not escape with my life this
time.” Then he straightway spread out his hands and
prayed, saying, “I praise Thee, O my Lord Jesus
Christ, and I give thanks unto Thee that Thou hast
esteemed me worthy of the wonderfulness of healthful
sufferings, even as they crucified Thee, my Lord, upon
the cross and set Thee between two thieves. And
behold they have made a double tearing wheel of
torture for me for Thy holy name’s sake, O my Lord;
Hearken now, O Saviour, to Thy servant George. O
thou Being unsurpassed from all time, O Thou
unchanging crown of the martyrs, Who hast spread out
the heavens like a chamber, Who in wisdom pourest
out dew upon all creation when it is parched and dried
up; Who hast made the clouds drop down rain upon
the earth, on the just and unjust alike; Who hast
weighed the mountains and hills in a measure and

scales; Who hast rebuked the disobedient, wicked, and
lawless ones and hast cast them into the lowest and
darkest part of Amenti, where they now are in the
bonds and fire of Amenti and are tortured by wicked
dragons, rebuke, O my God, all these impious ones,
and let nothing stand against Thy command! O Thou
Who in the last days didst appear to us upon earth and
didst take flesh through the God-bearer, Mary the
Virgin, by an unfathomable and unknowable mystery;
the true offspring [of God]; Who didst walk upon the
waves of the sea and Whose feet were not wetted by
them; Who with fives loaves of bread didst feed five
thousand men, and they were satisfied; Who didst
rebuke the sea and the waves and they subsided
everywhere, and were obedient upon Thee, for all
creatiion is Thine; let now Thy mercy come upon us
and upon me, Thy servant George, for with Thee there
is mercy, and to Thee and to Thy Good Father and to
the Holy Spirit belongeth the glory for ever. Amen.”
When he had said, “Amen”, they threw him on
the wheel and he fell down upon the cutting machine,
and they dragged him over it once, and he was
speedily put an end to; and his bones and his flesh
were destroyed. Then the tyrant cried out before the
governors who were round about him, and said,
“There is no god save Apollo and Hermes and Zeus
and Herakles and Athene and Scamandros and
Poseidon; these are they who have established the
heavens, who give dominion to kings and who make
the mighty to have power upon earth. Where is now
St. George’s god, whom the magistrates of the Jews
slew? Why has he not come to deliver him out of my
hands?” And Dadianus commanded them to take the
fragments of his bones and flesh, and the earth which
had drunk his holy blood, and to throw them into a
dry, waterless pit; and they piled up dirt over it,
saying, “Lest the Christians find a fragment of his
body, and work miracles therewith.” And Dadianus
and the sixty-nine governors arose, and went in to eat,
rejoicing that they had overcome their enemy.
Then straightway the whole air became black and
the sky was covered with clouds, and there were
thunders and lightnings, and the whole earth shook to
its foundations. And the holy archangel Michael blew
with his trumpet, and the Lord came upon a chariot of
the Cherubim with thousands of angels, and stood by
the pit. And the Lord said to Michael, “Speak unto
this pit, saying, “Give me the blood and the bones and
the flesh and the pieces of the righteous man George”,
for he said, “I shall not escape with my life this time”,
that he may understand with all his heart that I am the
God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God
of Jacob;” and Michael laid them before Him. And the
Lord took the bones in His hand, saying, “O my son
George, the hand which fashioned Adam is now about
to fashion thee, my beloved.” And He breathed into
him and gave him the breath of life; and Saint George
arose from the dead; and the Lord embraced him and
gave him the salutation of peace, and went up to
heaven; and Saint George was looking after Him.
And he arose and came to the lawless governors
and the soldiers who had thrown him into the pit, and
said to them, “Know, O lawless ones, that I am
George whom ye slew and cast into the pit.” When the
impious Dadianus had considered him, he said to the
soldiers, “It is his shade.” Magnentius the governor of
Armenia said, “It is not his shade, but it is like him.”
Anatolius the general said to them, “Are ye not
ashamed, O godless ones, to hide the truth ? Verily
this is George, the servant of the living God, whom
my Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the living God, has
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raised up from the dead; and therefore I, and all the
soldiers who march with me, believe on my Lord
Jesus Christ.” Then the impious Dadianus was enraged
and commanded them to take them outside the city,
and to divide them into ten parts, and to slay them
with the sword. In this manner they consummated
their martyrdom on the twenty-third day of the month
Mechir, and received their incorruptible crowns. Now
there were martyred three thousand soldiers and
Anatolius the general and nine thousand people of the
multitude who were standing by, male and female, and
Saint George stood by comforting them all until they
had nobly consummated their martyrdom: may their
holy blessing be with us all for ever, Amen.
After these things Dadianus commanded them to
throw him on to an iron bed and to fasten him to it by
stakes driven through his back. Then he made them
fill a brazen vessel with lead and heat it until the lead
was as liquid as water, and he made them open the
mouth of the Saint and pour it boiling hot into his
belly; but no harm happened to him. Then the impious
one commanded them to pull the stakes out of his
body and to hang him up, head downwards, from the
branch of a tree, and to tie a stone to his neck: and he
passed ten days and ten nights hanging down until his
blood ran out of his nose like water. When ten days
had gone by Dadianus the tyrant took him down, and
there was a little breath left in him. And he made them
lay him upon the ground and hack his body with a
sword from the sole of his foot to the crown of his
head; and they hacked him to pieces. Then he made
them beat his head with hatchets until it split asunder,
and they cut off the top of his head and his legs with
axes. And he made them bring a large red-hot iron rod
and thrust it through his right ear, and some servants
came and drove it through his head until it came out
on the other side: and they lifted him up like one dead
to carry him to the prison. Now the righteous man was
in prison, and was suffering great pain by reason of
the tortures of his holy body, and at the third hour of
the night when the holy man was in agony the Lord
Jesus Christ came to him in prison with His holy
angels, and the whole prison was full of light. And the
Lord said to him, “George, behold, I command thee to
arise and stand upon thy feet healed;” and he
straightway arose, and he was whole. And the Lord
embraced him, and laid His hand upon his whole
body, and filled him with comfort, and said to him,
“Arise and go to these impious governors and put
them and their gods to shame; be of good cheer and
fear not, for I am with thee always. And I say unto
thee, O beloved George, that there shall be joy in
heaven over thy endurance, and the angels shall
rejoice over thy good fight. Behold now thou shalt
endure the tortures of these impious governors for six
years, and shalt die [thrice]; but the third time I Myself
will come with My holy angels and will receive thy
soul, and will make thee to lie down in the bosom of
Abraham and Isaac and Jacobin the Paradise of their
joy;” and when the Lord had spoken these things to
him, He gave him the salutation of peace and went up
to heaven in glory, and Saint George was looking after
Him. And he passed the whole night in prayer until
the day broke.
... And the lawless governor commanded them to
put Saint George upon a brass bed and he made them
bring two iron nails, each a cubit long, and make them
red hot and drive them through his two shoulders into
the bed. Then he made them bring an artificer to split
his head open with an iron axe, and he made them
pour boiling pitch through the opening until it filled

his body and ran out through his mouth (?) and ears
and from under him. And immediately the fire kindled
in his head and in all his body he became as a dead
man. And they drew the nails out of his shoulders and
cast him into a brass “ox”, and they heated the “ox”
which the blessed man was in for three days with vine
and cypress wood. And the Lord looked upon the
sufferings of the righteous man and came to him upon
a cloud, and extinguished the fire under him, and
healed all his body; and the brazen “ox” split asunder.
And the blessed George came forth like one who had
been bathing in a bath, and the Lord embraced him,
and filled him with strength, and gave him the
salutation of peace, and went up to heaven in glory;
and Saint George was looking after him. Then the
blessed man stood up before the governors without
any blemish upon him. And when the multitude saw
what had happened they cried out, “One is the God of
George, O Jesus Christ, help us.” Then the governors
caused the multitude which stood round about them to
be beheaded with the sword: thus five thousand souls
consummated their martyrdom and received the crown
of life on the tenth day of Phamenoth. And the holy
man was encouraging them until they consummated
their martyrdom in the peace of God, Amen.
After these things the governors commanded them
to bring bundles of thick vine stakes which they
sharpened with knives, and when they had set the
righteous man upon a stone, they stuck them into his
holy body, and they gashed his thighs, and stuck them
in them. then they pulled out the nails of his hands
and feet, and pricked the places with the sticks,
moreover the attendants thrust two sharp sticks up his
nostrils into his head. Then they rolled him on the
stone and the sticks went into his holy body until his
blood ran down upon the ground like a stream of
water; and the righteous man suffered greatly during
this torture. And then he made them fasten him by his
back to a plank of wood and put another plank on his
belly, and they nailed the two planks together and so
held the saint fast between them; and they brought a
huge iron saw and sawed him in two from his head to
his feet; so he gave up the ghost. And immediately the
governors saw he was dead they commanded a large
brass cauldron to be brought, and the body of the saint
with his blood and all his flesh and anything of it that
had adhered to the sticks and the teeth of the saw to
be thrown into. Then they threw lead and asphalt and
pitch (?) into it until the flames mounted up to a
height of more than fifteen cubits. Now the cauldron
was placed in a pit dug in the earth to the depth of
thirty cubits. And the governors commanded them to
pile up earth over the cauldron and the pit to the
height of nine cubits, and they built a fortress for the
governors over the pit, saying, “That the Christians
may not find the least particle of one of his limbs, or
they will build a martyrium over it.” And when the
attendants were going away, behold there was a great
trembling in the air, the sun became dark and the stars
appeared at mid-day; and the Lord came down from
heaven with thousands of angels, and the choirs of the
saints, and the twelve Apostles were with them and
David the king and all the Prophets. Now the whole
place was filed with so great a light that all those
coming into the city, and even the impious governors,
saw the light which fell full upon their faces. And the
Lord came to the place where the cauldron was and
commanded the archangel Gabriel to cleave the earth
and to bring up the cauldron. then the Lord cried out
over the ashes of the bones of the righteous man that
were in the cauldron, saying, “George, George, I am

the God who raised Lazarus from the dead, and I now
command thee to stand up and come forth from the
cauldron;” and the righteous man arose straightway
and stood up perfect without any defect in him at all.
And the Lord embraced him and filled him with
power and consolation, saying, “O George, My
beloved, be strong and endure; for I have established
a throne for thee in the heavenly Jerusalem, the like of
which there is not among the thrones of all the martyrs
which have been from the beginning; and there shall
never be like unto thee among those who are yet to
come, O George, My beloved.” And all the multitude
of the Prophets and of the Apostles came forward and
saluted him, and said to him, “Verily, thou art blessed,
O George, the beloved of God and His angel and of
the Cherubim and the Seraphim, and we glorify
ourselves in thee and in thy great endurance, and
especially because thyself alone hast confessed the
name of God in boldness throughout the whole world
and the fulness thereof: for this reason our Savior will
confess thee in heaven, and thou shalt dwell in
unspeakable glory before the face of the whole
creation of heaven and earth.” And he was filled with
joy, and the Lord gave him the salutation of peace,
and He went up to heaven with His angels and all His
saints in great honour and glory.
And the blessed man came into the theatre of the
city with his face full of light, and he cried out,
saying, “O all ye governors, and ye that are with them,
O all ye soldiers and every person in this city, come
forth all of you and look upon me, for, by the might
of God, I am alive. I am the Galilean George from
Melitene; I am he whom the godless governors slew
and buried in the earth; but my Lord Jesus Christ
raised me up from the dead, for He is the God of
heaven and earth.” When the multitude knew that it
was George they cried out, saying, “There is no God
in heaven or earth except Jesus Christ the God of
George of Melitene.”
And a certain woman among the multitude whose
name was Scholastike, who saw the miracle which had
taken place, believed and cried out to the martyr,
saying, “O my Lord George, my son was yoking his
ox to plough in the fields when it fell down and died;
and now, O my lord, help us, for we are poor.” The
righteous man said to her, “Take this little stick which
I now hold in my hand, and go to the field and lay it
upon the ox, saying, “George, the servant of the Lord
God says, Rise up, O ox, from the dead;” and she did
as Saint George had told her, and the ox lived. And
she glorified God, and continued with Saint George.
Now there was a multitude of people standing round
Saint George who was teaching them the knowledge of
Christ; and they cried out, “One is the God of Saint
George the valiant soldier of Christ the King.” The
governors said to the soldiers, “What are these loud cries
which we hear?” and a soldier said to them, “It is for
Saint George who has risen from the dead, and the
multitude cried out, believing that his God had raised
him from the dead.” When the governors heard that
George was alive again they were wholly stupefied and
feared greatly; and they said to each other, “Perhaps it is
not he.” The soldiers said, “Behold we will bring him to
you that ye may know of a certainty that he is George
the soldier.” And they brought the saint to the throne
with the whole multitude following after him and crying
out, “We are Christians boldly;” and they cursed the
governors, and were enraged at them.
[END QUOTING]
For the rest of the story, see: www.ucc.ie/milmart/
George.html
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Your Support Is Both
Needed & Appreciated
It is “crunch time” again and I must once more ask
for financial contributions to sustain this work. With
the current state of affairs we have NO subscribers
and NO revenue base at all from which to work, only
expenses which mount as we oppose, legally, to the
extent we can, the great errors thrust upon us.
If “all” you can afford is an extra prayer for all your
relations, that is “all” that is needed from you!
Seven years ago, GCH wrote: “...[G]oodness usually
costs everything of considered value in the material
world—to accomplish abundance and achievement of
the very things you thought you lost. When you
change your focus—you change the world.”
We are “there”. All that remains is for you to choose
the role you will play in the outworking of the Divine
Plan. For my part, I will continue to contribute
100% of my life energies to “The Mission” as put
forth by Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
through his scribe, “Dharma”.
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California in short order.

For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published. We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
efforts in collating the writings of Commander
Hatonn into Journal format and are pleased to now
be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
as others can apply the finishing touches (titles,
indexing, etc.)
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I can blow a bit of wind beneath your wings
but to soar, my friends, you must do so with
your own wings lest it only be “my” flight.
When you want to fly badly enough—you
shall.—GCH 8/10/00 (13-359)

